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A. Institutional Information
Adams State University
208 Edgemont Boulevard
Alamosa, CO 81101
Type: Public
Highest Level of Offering: Master or Doctoral Degree
Accrediting Agency: North Central Association of Colleges and Schools
(The Higher Leaming Commission)
Current Student Enrollment (Fall 2015) 4,336 (Source: IPEDS)
% of Students Receiving Title IV: 74% (Source: IPEDS)
Title IV Participation (Source: PCNet):

Federal Pell Grant (Pell)
William D. Ford (Direct Loan) Subsidized
Direct Loan Unsubsidized
Direct PLUS Loans
Federal Perkins Loans
Federal Supplemental Education Opportunity Grant (FSEOG)
Federal Work Study

2015-2016
$4,640,951
$4,131,783
$ 14,581,006
$2,217, 937
$ 86,000
$ 163,580
$271,320

Default Rate- Direct Loan (Source: PCNet)
2014: 10.8%
2013: 13%
2012: 9.3%
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B. Scope of Review

The U.S. Department of Education (the Department) conducted a program review at Adams
State University (ASU) from September 25, 2017 to September 29, 2017. The review was
conducted by Anna Mendez and Derita Hall.
The focus of the review was to determine ASU's Compliance with the statutes and regulations as
they pertain to the institution's administration of the Federal student aid programs under Title IV
of the Higher Education Act of 1965, as amended, 20 U.S.C §§ 1070 et seq. (Title IV programs).
The review consisted of, but was not limited to, an examination of ASU's policies and
procedures regarding institutional and student eligibility, individual student financial aid and
academic files, attendance records, student account ledgers, and fiscal records.
The Department issued its program review report (PRR) on January 19, 2018 (see Appendix B).
ASU submitted its first written responses to the PRR on April 19, 2018 ("April 19, 2018
Response"), included in Appendix C. It submitted a subsequent response on May 11, 2018
("May 11, 2018 Response"), included in Appendix C.
A sample of 30 files was identified for review from the 2016-2017 and 2017-2018 (year to date)
award years. The files were selected randomly from a statistical sample of the total population
receiving Title IV, HEA program funds for each award year. Appendix A lists the names and
partial social security numbers of the students whose files were examined during the program
review.
Disclaimer:

Although the review was thorough, it cannot be assumed to be all-inclusive. The absence of
statements in the report concerning ASU's specific practices and procedures must not be
construed as acceptance, approval, or endorsement of those specific practices and procedures.
Furthermore, it does not relieve ASU of its obligation to comply with all of the statutory or
regulatory provisions governing the Title IV, HEA programs.

C. Final Determinations
Resolved Findings

Findings: 3, 4, 6, and 7.
ASU has taken the corrective actions necessary to resolve findings 3, 4, 6, and 7 of the PRR.
Therefore, these findings may be considered closed for the purposes of this program review.
Findings requiring further action by ASU are discussed below.
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Findings with Established Lia.bilities

The PRR findings with liabilities requiring further action are summarized below. At the
conclusion of each finding is a summary of ASU's response to the finding, and the Department's
final determination for that finding. A copy of the PRR issued on January 19, 2018 is attached as
Appendix B.
Finding S: Student Credit Balance Deficiencies-Escheatment

Summary of Noncompliance
If an institution attempts to disburse the funds by check and the check is not cashed, the
institution must return the funds no later than 240 days after the date it issued that check. 34
C.F.R. § 668.164(h)-(2).
If a check is returned to the institution, or an EFT is rejected, the institution may make additional
attempts to disburse the funds, provided that those attempts are made not later than 45 days after
the funds were returned or rejected. In cases where the institution does not make another
attempt, the funds must be returned before the end of this 45 day period; and no later than the
240 day period; the institution must cease any additional disbursement attempts and immediately
return those funds. 34 C.F.R. § 668.164(h)-(3)-(i)-(ii).

ASU retained Title IV credit balance funds that were not negotiated by recipients after the Title
IV credit balance checks had been issued. Upon discovering the noncompliance, the institution
self-reported the issue to the Department. The Title IV credit balance checks had not been
negotiated during the period from January 1, 2007 through the date of the PRR. 1
Directives

from PRR

ASU was required to perform a full file review for all students who were eligible for a Title IV
credit balance from January 1, 2007 through the date of the PRR.
ASU was required to perform the following steps to complete the full file review:
1) ASU was to submit the following information to the Department for each student
included in the file review in electronic format:
a) Summary of spreadsheet identifying all students affected2
b) Student account ledgers that include dates and descriptions for all charges and
credits in sequential order of transactions.
c) Copy of student Common Origination & Disbursement (COD) report showing
funds returned (if applicable).
1

The PRR date of January 19, 2018 was used a · Lhe date to return fonds in the cost of funds calculation.
This spreadsheet was used fo r purposes of the fi le review required in this finding. This final program review
determination letter is providing instructions for the repayment of the liabilities.

2
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d)
e)
f)
g)

Copy of G5 report showing funds returned to the Department (if applicable).
Copies of stale dated checks.
Policy and procedures for monitoring outstanding checks.
Supporting documentation that no other non-negotiated Tile IV credit balance
funds are maintained in ASU's operating account.
h) Corrective Action Plan for timely return of stale-dated checks for Title IV Funds.

If any of the stale dated checks were a result of FWS disbursements, ASU was to make a good
faith effort to contact the student for verification of address and remit funds to the student.

Analysis of Liability Determination
In its "April 19, 2018 Response" to Finding 5 (see Appendix C), ASU concurred with the finding
and performed the full file review for all students who were eligible for a Title IV credit balance
from January 1, 2007 through the date of the PRR letter (January 19, 2018).
To support its claim ASU included the following documents:
• Summary spreadsheets (12 files each by year)
• Account ledgers (12 files each by year)
• COD records (COD disbursement report)
• G5 award detail (G5 data)
• Banner and payroll check voids (cancelled checks )
• Policy and procedures (credit balance, unclaimed Title IV, and stale dated checks)
The Department reviewed the data and documentation provided by ASU and concluded that the
file review data in the summary spreadsheets was inaccurate. The summary spreadsheet
included more than students who were eligible for a Title IV credit balance. The institution
included all students with a credit balance, regardless of the source.
On April 27, 2018 the Department sent a letter requesting ASU to resubmit the file review data,
and to only include students who were eligible for a Title IV credit balance from January 1, 2007
through the date of the PRR. In its May 11, 2018 Response (see Appendix C), ASU resubmitted
the file review data as requested in the letter.
The Department reviewed the data and documentation for each academic year as provided by the
institution and concluded that the file review data was reliable. The Department accessed the
liabilities based on students without a negotiated check date as reported by the institution on the
summary spreadsheet files.
In addition; the Department reviewed the policy and procedures and found them to meet
minimum requirements. Consequently, ASU should continue to monitor the effectiveness of
these policies and procedures to ensure future compliance and revise as necessary.
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The total amount of Federal Pell Grant, Direct Loan, and FFEL liability owed to the Department
as a result of this finding is summarized below (see Appendices Dl-Dl l) for the student by
student details):
Federal
Federal
Federal
Federal
Federal
Federal
Total

Pell Grant Escheatment Amounts- Principal
Pell Grant Escheatment Amounts- Interest
Direct Loan Escheatment Amount- Principal
Direct Loan Escheatment amount- Interest
Family Education Loan Escheatment Amount-Principal
Family Education Loan Escheatment Amount-Interest

$ 826.43
$ 236.69
$34,988.89
$ 3,673.00
$22,133.97
$ 12,302.46
$74,161.44

Campus Safety and Secm·ity Findings
Finding 1: Crime Awareness Requirements Not Met - Incomplete Annual Security Report
Summa.-y of Noncompliance
The Jeanne Clery Disclosure of Campus Security Policy and Campus Crime Statistics Act (Clery
Act) and the Department's regulations require that all institutions that receive Title IV, HEA
funds must, by October 1 of each year, publish and distribute to its current students and
employees, through appropriate publications and mailing, a comprehensive Annual Security
Report (ASR) that contains, at a minimum, all of the statistical and policy elements enumerated
in 34 C.F.R. § 668.46(b).
The ASR must be published and actively distributed as a single document. Acceptable means of
delivery include regular U.S. Mail, hand delivery or campus mail distribution to the individual,
or posting on the institution's website. If an institution chooses to distribute its report by posting
to an internet or intranet site, the institution must, by October 1 of each year, distribute a notice
to all students and employees that includes a statement of the report's availability and its exact
electronic address, a description of its contents, as well as an advisement that a paper copy will
be provided upon request. 34 C.F.R. § 668.41(e)(l). These regulations also require institutions to
provide a notice containing this information to all prospective students and employees. This
notice must also advise interested parties of their right to request a paper copy of the ASR, and to
have it furnished upon request. 34 C.F.R. § 668.41(e)(4).
An institution's ASR must include statistics for incidents of crimes reported during the three
most recent calendar years. The covered categories include criminal homicide (murder and nonnegligent manslaughter), sex offenses (rape, fondling, incest, and statutory rape), robbery,
aggravated assaults, burglary, motor vehicle theft, and arson. Statistics for certain hates crimes,
as well as arrest and disciplinary referral statistics for violations of certain laws pertaining to
illegal drugs; illegal usage of controlled substances, liquor, and weapons, also must be disclosed
in the ASR. These crime statistics must be published for the following geographical categories:
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1) on campus; 2) on-campus student residential facilities; 3) certain non-campus buildings and
property; and 4) certain adjacent and accessible public property. 34 C.F.R. § 668.46(c)(l).
The ASR also must include several mandated policy statements. These disclosures are intended
to inform the campus community about the institution's security policies, procedures, and the
availability of crime prevention programs and resources, as well as channels for victims of crime
to seek recourse. In general, these policies include topics such as the law enforcement authority
and practices of campus police and security forces, incident reporting procedures for students
and employees, and policies that govern the preparation of the ASR itself. Institutions are also
required to disclose alcohol and drug policies and educational programs. Policies pertaining to
sexual assault education, prevention, and adjudication must also be disclosed. Institutions also
must provide detailed policies of the issuance of timely warnings, emergency notifications, and
evacuation procedures. As noted above, the ASR must be published as a single comprehensive
document. With the exception of certain drug and alcohol program information, cross
referencing to other publications is not sufficient to meet the publication and distribution
requirements. § 485(f) of the HEA; 34 C.F.R. § 668.46(b).
In addition, the Clery Act and the Department's regulations require that all institutions that
receive Title IV, HEA funds and maintain an on-campus student housing facility must, by
October 1 of each year, prepare, publish and distribute to its current students and employees
through appropriate publications and mailings, an Annual Fire Safety Report (AFSR) that
contains, at a minimum, all of the statistical and policy elements described in 34 C.F .R. §
668.49(b). If an institution chooses to distribute either its annual security report or annual fire
safety report to current employees and students, as well as prospective employees and students,
by disclosing the report on an internet or intranet site, the institution must, by October 1 of each
year, distribute to all students and employees a notice that includes a statement about the report's
availability, the exact addr~ss at which the report is posted, a brief description of the ASR and
AFSR, and statement that the institution will provide a paper copy of both reports upon request.
An institution may publish its annual fire safety report concurrently with its annual security
report only if the title of the report clearly states that the report contains both the annual security
report and the annual fire safety report. 34 C.F.R. § 668.41 (e) (2 - 6).
Finally, each institution must also submit its crime statistics to the Department for inclusion in
the Office of Postsecondary Education's "Campus Safety and Security Data Analysis Cutting
Tool." This data must be submitted in the manner designated by the Secretary and in accordance
with the timelines published in the Federal Register. 34 C.F.R. § 668.4l(e)(5).
ASU violated several requirements of the Clery Act. Specifically, ASU's 2016 Annual Security
and Fire Safety Report did not contain certain required disclosures concerning campus safety
policy, procedures, and crime statistics. As a result of these violations, ASU failed to actively
distribute an accurate and complete ASR to its current students and employees in accordance
with Federal regulations.
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The following policy statements were omitted from the 2016 ASR:
•
•

•

A statement of policy regarding the possession, use, and sale of illegal drugs and
enforcement of Federal and state drug laws.
Description of On- Campus Student Housing Facility: For the purposes of the Clery Act
regulations, as well as the HEA fire safety and missing student notifications regulations,
any student housing facility that is owned or controlled by the institution, or is located on
property that is owned or controlled by the institution, and is within the reasonably
contiguous geographic area that makes up the campus is considered an on-campus
student housing facility. This definition clarifies that any building located on campus, on
land owned or controlled by the institution, that is used for student housing, must be
counted as an on-campus student housing.facility, even if the building itself is owned or
controlled by a third party; See 34 C.F.R. § 668.49(b) (2).
An institution must document each emergency response test, including the date, time, and
whether it was announced or unannounced.

In addition, ASU failed to compile and publish accurate and complete crime and fire statistics in
its 2016 ASR, and/or submitted inaccurate and incomplete data to the Department's online
Campus Safety and Security Data Analysis Cutting Tool (CSSDACT). This finding is, in part,
based on the fact that the crime and fire statistics that ASU submitted to the Department did not
match those that were published in its 2016 ASR, meaning that one or both data sets were
flawed. Additionally, ASU omitted any reporting of disciplinary referrals in its ASR for
reporting year 2013.
The review team compared the crime statistics included in ASU's 2016 ASR to those that were
submitted to the CSSDACT, and identified the following discrepancies:

Criminal Offenses-On Campus Student Housing (ASU)
Year
Category
Number
Number
Reported in 2016
Reported to
ASR
CSSDACT
2013
Aggravated Assault
1
0
C rnmna
. . l Oftenses-0 n Campus (ASO)
Year
Category
Number
Number
Reported in 2016
Reported to
ASR
CSSDACT
1
2013
Arson
0
Arrests-On Campus (ASTI)
Year
Category
Number
Number
Reported in 2016
Reported to
ASR
CSSDACT
10
2013
Liquor Law Violations
14

us (ASU
Number Re orted

Number
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in 2016 ASR

2013
2013
2013

-

Weapons Law Violation
Drug Law Violations
Liquor Law

-

Reported to
CSSDACT
2
46
60

o·ISCIP
· Ii nary At'
c ions-0 n Campus Std
u ent Housrng (ASU)
Year

2013
2013
2013

Category

-

Weapons Law Violation
Drug Law Violations
Liquor Law

Fire Statistics (ASU)
Category
Year

2013
2013
2013

Number Reported
in 2016 ASR

McCurry Hall
Petteys Hall
Residence @ Rex

-

Number Reported
in 2016 ASR

1
0
0

Number
Reported to
CSSDACT
0
46
60

Number
Reported to
CSSDACT
0
1
1

Failure to publish an accurate and complete 2016 ASR, in accordance with Federal regulations,
deprives the campus community of important campus crime information that can empower its
members to be informed and to play active roles in their own safety and security.
Directives from PRR

As a result of these violations, ASU was required to review and improve its existing internal
policies, procedures, internal controls, and training programs to ensure that all crime statistics are
disclosed accurately and completely, both in its ASR, AFSR, and in its data submission to the
Department's CSSDACT. ASU was also required to develop and implement the new policies
and procedures that were needed to ensure that all of the university's campus security operations
would be carried out in accordance with the Clery Act. As part of this internal review, ASU was
to review the crime statistics that were included in its 2016 ASR and its corresponding
CS SDACT data submission, and verify that all statistics therein were accurate and complete. If
additional reporting errors were identified during this internal review, ASU was to take
immediate action to correct those data discrepancies by amending its previous ASR(s) and/or its
CSSDACT data submissions. Going forward, ASU must ensure that crime statistics in its ASRs
consistently match statistical data that it submits to CS SD ACT each reporting year.
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Finally, ASU was to submit a copy of all of its new and revised policies and procedures, as well
as a list of any additional statistical discrepancies that were identified during.the internal review,
with its response to the PRR.3
To adequately address this finding, the university was also to provide a statement of certification
attesting to the fact that the materials were distributed in accordance with the Clery Act. This
certification was to affirm that ASU understands its Clery Act obligations, and that it had taken
all necessary corrective actions to ensure that these violations do not recur. A copy of the
university's new and revised policies and procedures was to accompany its response to this PRR.
The exceptions identified in this finding constitute serious violations of the Clery Act that, by
their nature, cannot be cured. There is no way to truly "correct" a violation of this type once it
occurs. ASU will be given an opportunity to ensure it has developed an accurate and complete
ASR, and, in so doing, bring its overall campus security program into compliance with the Clery
Act as required by its Program Participation Agreement (PP A). However, the university is
advised that these remedial measures cannot and do not diminish the seriousness of these
violations, nor do they eliminate the possibility that the Department will impose an adverse
administrative action and/or require additional corrective measures.
ASU was further informed that, based on an evaluation of all available information, including its
response, the Department would determine if additional actions would be required and would
advise the college accordingly in this FPRD.
ASU officials were referred to review the Department's "Handbook for Campus Safety and
Security Reporting" (2016) during the preparation of its response. The handbook is available
online at: http://www2.ed.gov/admins/lead/safety/handbook.pdf. The regulations governing the
Clery Act can be found at 34 C.F.R. §§ 668.14, 668.41, 668.46, and 668.49.
Finally, ASU is reminded that the Violence Against Women Reauthorization Act of 2013
(VAWA) (Pub. Law 113-4), among other provisions, amended the Clery Act to require
institutions to compile statistics for incidents of domestic violence, dating violence, sexual
assault, and stalking and to include certain policies, procedures, and programs pertaining to these
incidents in its ASRs. The statute requires institutions to include this new information in the
2015 ASR.
On October 20, 2014, the Department's final regulations were published in the Federal Register
(Vol. 79, No. 202). The changes to the regulations at 34 C.F.R. § 668.46, which governs the
Clery Act requirements, were effective on July 1, 2015. The Department amended 34 C.F.R. §
668.46 to implement the VAWA statutory changes and updated this section by incorporating
provisions added to the Clery Act by the Higher Education Opportunity Act. For information
about the modifications to 34 C.F.R. § 668.46, please see the following electronic
3

During the site-visit, the Department noted that ASU promptly began the process of revising its 2016 ASFSR. The
Department also noted that during the site-visit, ASU provided a revised copy of its 2016 ASFSR to the Department,
and a copy of the email communication evidencing the distribution to students and staff.
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announcement: http: //ifap.ed.gov/eannouncements/l02014ViolenceAgain tWomenA t.html.
The announcement includes a link to the Federal Register (Vol. 79, No. 202). An institution's
2015 ASR must incorporate the changes made to 34 C.F.R. § 668.46.
Analysis of Final Determination

In its April 11, 2018 Response, ASU agreed in part and disagreed in part with the finding, stating
that it has updated its current policies and procedures and its data submission to the Department
to address issues of noncompliance. This included providing the Department corrected statistical
disclosures, the creation of a Clery Compliance Coordinator position, and implementation of
procedures requiring cross-referencing of audit trails.
In support of its claims, ASU submitted the following:
•
•
•

Clery Data Collection Policy
Corrected Statistical Data
Statement of Certification

Finding 1 cited ASU for ~ultiple violations of the Clery Act and the Department's regulations, as
outlined in the Summary of Noncompliance section above. Specifically, the review team found
that the college failed to include all or part of the required statistical and informational
disclosures regarding the University's campus safety and crime prevention policies, procedures,
and programs in its 2016 ASR. Since the site visit, ASU has developed and implemented
internal controls to ensure that the collection and reporting of said statistics and information
disclosures are accurate. As a result of these violations, the University was required to develop
and implement policies and procedures to govern the preparation, publication, and distribution of
its ASRs, starting with its 2017 ASR. Its new and revised process was to be used as a guide to
produce an ASR that includes all statistical disclosures, policy, procedures and programmatic
information required by 34 C.F.R §668.46.
The Department carefully examined all available information, including ASU's narrative
response and supporting documentation. The Department notes that the erroneous and discrepant
data in the chart above, relating to the statistical data for calendar year 2013; could not have been
corrected by subsequent changes made to the collection and reporting of crime data. The
Department's analysis also indicated that the identified violations were, for the most part,
satisfactorily addressed by the University's revised 2016 ASR, and its new and revised internal
policies and procedures. For these reasons, the Department has accepted the college's response
and considers this finding to be closed for purposes of this program review. Nevertheless,
ASU's directors and officials are advised that they must take any additional action that may be
needed to address the deficiencies identified by the Department, as well as any other deficiencies
or weaknesses that were detected during the preparation of the its response, and/or as may be
otherwise needed to ensure that these violations do not recur.
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ASU is reminded that the exceptions identified above constitute serious violations of the Clery
Act that, by their nature, cannot be cured. There is no way to truly "correct" violations of this
type once they occur. The requirement to produce an accurate and complete ASR, and to
distribute the report to students and employees, is fundamental to the campus safety and crime
prevention goals of the Clery Act. Access to this information permits campus community
members and their families to make well-infqrmed decisions about where to study and work, and
empowers individuals to play more active roles in their own safety and security. The University
certified that it understands all of its Clery Act violations and has taken all necessary corrective
actions to ensure that the violations cited do not recur. Nevertheless, any failure to comply with
these requirements deprives students and employees of important campus crime information to
which they are entitled. For these reasons, ASU is advised that its remedial actions cannot and
do not diminish the seriousness of these violations, nor do they eliminate the possi_bility that the
Department will impose an adverse administrative action and/or require additional corrective
actions as a result. The Department will provide a separate notice if an administrative action is
initiated or additional corrective actions are needed.
Due to the consequences of a serious compliance failure, the Department strongly recommends
that ASU re-examine its campus safety and general Title IV policies and procedures on an
annual basis to ensure that they continue to reflect current institutional practices, and are
compliant with Federal requirements. To that end, college officials are encouraged to consult the
Department's "Handbook for Campus Safety and Security Reporting" (2016) as a reference
guide on Clery Act compliance. The Handbook is available online at:
http://www2.ed.gov/admins/lead/safety/handbook.pdf. The Department also provides a number
of other Clery Act training resources. ASU officials can access these materials at:
http://www2.ed.gov/admins/1ead/safety/campus.html. The Clery Act regulations can be found at
34 C.F.R. §§668.14, 668.41, 668.46, and 668.49.

Finding 2: Drug and Alcohol Abuse Prevention Program Requirements Not Met
Summary of' Noncompliance

The Drug-Free Schools and Communities Act (DFSCA) and Part 86 of the Department's General
Administrative Regulations require each institution of higher education (IHE) to certify that it
has developed and implemented a Drug and Alcohol Abuse Prevention Program (DAAPP). The
program must be designed to prevent the unlawful possession, use, and distribution of drugs and
alcohol on campus and at recognized events and activities.
On an annual basis, each IHE must provide the following information, in writing, to all current
students (enrolled for any type of academic credit except for continuing education units), and all
current employees:
1) A written statement about its standards of conduct that prohibits the unlawful possession,
use, or distribution of illicit drugs and alcohol by students and employees;
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2) A written description oflegal sanctions imposed under Federal, state, and local laws and
ordinances for unlawful possession or distribution of illicit drugs and alcohol;
3) A description of the health risks associated with the use of illicit drugs and alcohol abuse;
4) A description of any drug or alcohol counseling, treatment, and rehabilitation/re-entry
programs that are available to students and employees; and,
5) A statement that the IHE will impose disciplinary sanctions on students and employees
for violations of the institution's codes of conduct, and a description of such sanctions.
The distribution plan must make provisions for providing the DAAPP disclosure annually to
students who enroll at a date after the initial distribution, and for employees who are hired at
different points throughout the year.
In addition, each IHE must conduct a biennial review to determine the effectiveness of its
DAAPP and to ensure consistent enforcement of applicable drug and alcohol-related statutes,
ordinances, and institutional policies against students and employees found to be in
violation. The biennial review materials must be maintained by the IHE and made available to
the Department upon request. 34C.F.R. §§86.3 and 86.100.
ASU violated multiple provisions of the DFSCA and the Department's Part 86 regulations.
Specifically, ASU failed to develop and implement a comprehensive DAAPP. As a result of this
failure, ASU also violated DFSCA 's annual distribution requirement by failing to deliver a
materially-complete DAAPP disclosure to all employees and students who are enrolled for any
academic credit. Specifically, the review team was told that ASU did not develop, implement, or
distribute a comprehensive 2015 and 2016 DAAP.
ASU also failed to conduct a biennial review of the effectiveness of its DAAPP and of the
consistency of sanctions imposed for violations of its disciplinary standards and codes of
conduct, and, by logical extension therefore, also failed to produce a biennial review report of
findings and recommendations for improvement.
These separate and distinct violations unavoidably follow from each other because the biennial
review is primarily a study of the DAAPP's effectiveness. Therefore, an institution cannot
conduct proper biennial review until it has a fully-functional DAAPP in place and program
requirements are adequately and consistently communicated to members of the campus
community.
Directives from PRR
ASU was required to take all necessary corrective actions to resolve these violations. At a
minimum, the college was asked to perform the following:
•

To develop and implement a comprehensive DAAPP that includes all of the required
elements found in the DFSCA and the Department's Part 86 regulations, and publishing a
materially-complete disclosure that summarize the program;
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•

To develop procedures to ensure that the DAAPP disclosure is distributed to all
employees and all students enrolled for academic credit on an annual basis. ASU was
required to provide a draft copy of its DAAPP disclosure and new distribution policy
with its response to this PRR. Once the materials are approved by the Department, the
institution is required to distribute them in accordance with the Part 86 regulations and its
new policy, and to also provide documentation evidencing the distribution, as well as a
statement of certification attesting to the fact that the materials were distributed as
required. This certification was also required to affirm that ASU understands all of its
DFSCA obligations and that it has taken all necessary corrective actions to ensure that
these violations do not recur;

•

To conduct a substantive biennial review to assess the effectiveness of its DAAPP. ASU
was required to describe the research methods and data analysis tools that it used to
determine the effectiveness of the program and identify the responsible official(s) and
office(s) that conducted the biennial review. Finally, the biennial review report is
required to be approved by the institution's Chief Executive and/or its Board. The
biennial review is to be completed no later than September 1, 2018. ASU's report is to
be submitted to the review team by September 30, 2018; and,

•

ASU was required to establish policies and procedures to ensure that all subsequent
biennial reviews are conducted in a timely manner and are fully documented. The
institution was also required to take all other necessary action to ensure that these
violations do not recur.

As noted above, the exceptions identified in this finding constituted serious violations of the
DFSCA that, by their nature, cannot be cured. There is no way to truly "correct" a violation of
this type once it occurs. The institution is being given an opportunity to implement a substantive
DAAPP, publish and distribute an accurate and complete DAAPP disclosure, conduct a biennial
review and to otherwise bring operations into compliance with the DFSCA, as required by its
PPA. However, ASU is advised that these remedial measures cannot and do not diminish the
seriousness of these violations, nor do they eliminate the possibility that the Department may
impose an adverse administrative action and/or require additional corrective measures as a
result.

Analysis of Fina] Determination
In its April 11, 2018 Response, ASU concurred with the finding and indicated that it has
implemented a DAAPP that will improve its efforts to comply with the regulation. ASU also
asserted that it has taken the necessary steps to ensure that its DAAPP is prepared, reviewed, and
distributed according to guidelines. The University further explained that review of DAAPP
plans, programs and policies has been added to the agenda of ASU's compliance committee
meetings held on a quarterly basis.
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To support these claims, ASU included with its response to the PRR: 1) a draft DAAPP
notification plan, and 2) a copy of its 2018-2019 Drug and Alcohol Abuse Prevention Program.
If implemented, this plan would meet the distribution requirements set forth in the DAAPP. As
proof of this distribution, ASU must provide the department proof of distribution to all students
and staff by no later than October 1, 2018.
The Department carefully examined all available information, including ASU's narrative
response and supporting documentation. Based on that review, each of the violations identified
in the original finding is sustained. For these reasons, the Department has accepted the
University's response and considers this finding closed for the purposes of this program review.
Nevertheless, ASU's officials are, once again, put on notice that they must take any additional
actions that may be necessary to address the deficiencies identified by the Department, as well as
any other deficiencies or weaknesses that were detected during the preparation of the official
response and/or as may otherwise be needed to ensure that these violations do not recur.
In this regard, ASU is advised that it must continue to develop its DAAPP. The University must
also ensure that it distributes accurate and complete DAAPP materials to all students and
employees on an annual basis, in accordance with the Department's regulations and the
University's procedures. In light of this violation, ASU must ensure that responsible officials
conduct substantive biennial reviews going forward, and complete them on the required
schedule. University officials must also ensure that each review is, in fact, a probative inquiry
into the program's effectiveness and not merely a conclusory ratification of existing policy.
Finally, ASU must produce detailed reports that clearly state the methods used and outcomes
reached during each review. Each report must also be approved by the Chief Executive and/or
its Board.
ASU is reminded, yet again, that the violations pertaining to campus safety and substance abuse
prevention identified during this program review constitute serious and persistent violations of
the DFSCA that, by their nature, cannot be cured. There is no way to truly "correct" violations
of this type once they occur. University officials must understand that the Department deems
compliance with the DFSCA to be essential to maintaining a safe and healthy learning
environment. This is true for all institutions, regardless of their size, location, or organizational
structure. Data compiled by the Department shows that the use of illicit drugs and alcohol abuse
is highly correlated to increased incidents of drug and alcohol-related violent crime on campus,
increased absenteeism, and a failure to successfully complete a program of study. DFSCA
violations deprive students and employees of important information regarding the educational,
financial, health, and legal consequences of illicit drug use and alcohol abuse, may also deprive
institutions of important information about the effectiveness of any drug and alcohol programs
that may have been in place during the review period, and may constitute a violation of Federal
law. For these reasons, ASU is, once again, reminded that corrective measures cannot and do not
diminish the seriousness of these violations, nor do they eliminate the possibility that the
Department will impose an adverse administrative action and/or require additional remedial
measures as a result.
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Finally, the Department strongly recommends that ASU re-examine its DAAPP policies and
procedures on at least an annual basis and revise them as needed to ensure that they continue to
reflect current institutional policy and are in full compliance with the DFSCA. Please be advised
that the Department may request information on a periodic basis to test the effectiveness of the
University' s new policies and procedures.

D. Summary of Liabilities
The total amount calculated as liabilities from the findings in the FPRD is as follows. This
information is provided so that the institution understands the liability costs associated with the
finding.
Pell Cucelled
Award Years

Llablllte1
Findinl! #5 2006-2007
, Finding #5 200 7-200 8
Findinl! #5
Findinl! #5
Finding #5
Findinl! #5
Finding #5

$
$

375.00

$
$
$
$
$
$

2008-2009
2009-20 I 0
2010-2011
2011-201 2
2012-2013

$
$
$
$
$

137.50
195 .75
118.1 8

Finding #5 2013-2014
Finding#5 2014-2015
Findinl! #5 2015-2016
Finding #5 2016-2017
Subtotal I
Interest
Findinl! #5 2006-2007
Findinl! #5 2007-2008
Findinl! #5 2008-2009
Finding #5 2009-2010
Finding #5 2010-2011
Findinl! #5 2011-2012
Findimi: #5 2012-2013
Finding #5 2013-2014
Finding #5 2014-2015
Findimt#5 2015-2016
Finding #5 2016-2017
subtotal 2
lOTAL
Pavable to:
Denartment
Students
FFEL Servicers/Lenders

$
$
$
$
$

-

826.43

$
$
$
$

179.95
36.60
13.16
6.98

lOTALPAYABLE

DL(Open)

-

-

$
$
$
$

$

-

-

-

-

4,620.56
4.620.56

DL(CIOMCd)

FFEL

DL(Arelllwd)

Totals

$ 6 442.18
555.00
$

$
$

9 888.52
4,606. 82

$
$
$ 1,786.61
$
694.00
$ 8,779.50

$
$

7,638.63

-

$
6.00
$ 7,626.64
$ 4,478.40

$30,368.33

$
$
$
$
$

137.50
7.834.38
1,904.79
694.00
8,779.50

$
$

$

-

$2 ,801.00
$151.00

$
$
$
$
$
$

$ 16.330.70
$
5,536.82

$

22 13 3.97

$
$
$
$

6,919.86
2,930.35

2.452.25

115.00
38.00
327.00

167.00
50.00

6.00
7,626.64
$
4,478.4 0
$
4,620.56
s 57,949.29
$9,720.86
$ 3.261.30
$
36.60
$ 2.465.41
$
12 1.98
$
38.00
$
327.00
$
$
167.00
$
50.00
$
24.00
$ 16,21 2. 15
$ 74,16J .44

$
$

236.69
1 063 .12

$
$
$

24.00
24.00
4,644.56

$3 ,649.00
$ 34,0 17 .33

$
$

-

$
$

12.302.46
34 436.43

$

1,063 .12

$

4,644.56

$ 34.017.33

$
$

-

$

12,302.46

$

22 133.97

$ 52,027.47
$ I 0.189.65
$ 22, 133.97

$

34.436.43

$ !14,35 1.09

$

1,063 .12

$

4 .644.56

$ 34,017 .33

$

-

ASU must also notify all students and/or borrowers in writing regarding payments made on their
behalf. This notification must include the amount and date of the payment.

